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What are the biggest challenges you see for researchers?

- Access to journals and books to find past research
- Not knowing of good journals published in your country
- Challenges picking a journal you can trust
- Lack of awareness of how to write a research paper
- Challenges with writing in academic English
- Difficulties paying to publish (where that is needed)
- Not feeling you are taken seriously by researchers outside your country
- Lack of data analysis and statistical skills
- Difficulties finding other researchers to work with
What we will talk about today

1. Overview of INASP
2. The AuthorAID project
3. INASP online courses and tutorials
4. The Journals Online project
5. Think. Check. Submit.
6. Time for questions
Our vision

Research and knowledge at the heart of development

Our mission

To support individuals and institutions to produce, share and use research and knowledge to transform lives
What we do

Research capacity

Evidence in policy & practice

Higher education & learning

Understanding & supporting impact
Supporting researchers through:

Mentoring
Collaboration
Discussions
Online courses
Journal clubs
Resources
Community
Community of over 20,000 researchers in 174+ countries

Online training in research and proposal writing
Online mentoring and collaboration
Resources and training materials

www.authoraid.info
“Personally and professionally, AuthorAID has helped [me] to grow in my scientific career. I’m now giving back to the AuthorAID community.”

www.authoraid.info
Over 19,000 participants (99% from LMICs) trained since 2015
“The online AuthorAID writing course for early career scientists immensely helped me to understand how to carry out my research. Very instructive and worth the time. I recommend this course if you are doing an MA/PhD!”

Brian Mandipaza
PhD student, conservation agriculture and cultural farming systems, South Africa
7. Methods

The methods section typically comes after the introduction, but this section can appear with other names. Common headings include:

- Methods
- Methodology
- Materials and methods

The methods section may have sub-sections to describe the methods used for collecting and analyzing data. The method section rarely exceeds five to six pages in length.

In some research papers, there may be no headings at all. Heart Attack in a young woman is usually the first section typically appear after the introduction.

The methods section is a detailed description of what you did, and how you did it. This section is important for both the reviewers of your paper, and the readers of your paper. Journal editors and peer reviewers will be looking to see whether your methods were appropriate and whether the data were collected and analyzed correctly.
A global community of facilitators
AuthorAID Massive Open Online Courses average completion rate

50%

Massive Open Online Courses normal maximum average completion rate

15%

www.inasp.info/AuthorAIDstudy
Free resources for institutions

AUTHORAID Toolkits

- Effective Mentorship in Research Communication
- Research Writing Workshop
- Training of Trainers Workshop
- Writing Clubs in the Research Communication Context

Available at www.authoraid.info/resources
Always open, no fees

Self-study tutorials

moodle.inasp.info

Search strategies
Basics of grant proposal writing
Critical thinking

Forthcoming:
Online facilitation skills
Supporting the visibility of research published in the Global South since 1998

900+ journals in South Asia, Central America and Africa

www.inasp.info/project/journals-online-project
Supports Global South journals and journal platforms to **improve the quality of publishing practices**

Improves **equity in Southern journal publishing**

Strengthens the **credibility of research** coming from the Global South

[www.journalquality.info](http://www.journalquality.info)
✓ Do you or your colleagues know the journal?
✓ Can you easily identify and contact the publisher?
✓ Is the journal clear about the type of peer review it uses?
✓ Are articles indexed in the services you use?
✓ Is it clear what fees will be charged?
✓ Do you recognize the editorial board?
✓ Is the publisher a member of a recognized industry initiative?
Interested?

www.thinkchecksubmit.org
feedback@thinkchecksubmit.org
@thinkchecksubmit
#thinkchecksubmit
Thank you.

Research and knowledge at the heart of development
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